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2 Personality Predicting Mortality 
Recent studies regarding personality suggest that personality traits can be used to predict health outcomes, including 
mortality risk. 

- General Se By Lucy Shoemaker 

_-_- 4 The Biotron Laboratory 
f oo This one-of-a-kind research facility offers controlled testing environments to academic and commercial clients. 

(eee a The facility has provided space for projects that range from pressure effects on pacemakers to LED development for 
eee cranberry plant growth. 

By Makenna Hall 

5 Electromagnetic Scattering Laws in Weyl Systems: A Vision for the Future 
| ; At a time when technology is rapidly evolving, why do limitations in cellular reception persist? In a recent article 

om | ha published in Nature Communications, graduate student Ming Zhou attempts to provide the public with an answer. 
a a By Ana Alba 

ieee = 6 Unopened Functions of Smiles 
= x i ba There are many hidden functions of expressions that the majority of people have no idea exist. One such expression 

i. be is the smile. How much do you know about smiles? 
ig By Yuliia Kapeliushna 

. rs 7 Sustainable Solutions on Madison’s East Side 
a. The tiny homes in Madison are part of a growing trend to build smaller, economically and environmentally-friendly 

living spaces. 
By Ben Hayes 

Cover photo by Jason Hakamaki 8 The Economic Feasibility of the Path to 100% Renewables and Residential 

Solar Power 
Researchers are looking at the factors of residential low price photovoltaic solar installations to encourage larger 
rates of residential solar adoption, thus pushing forward in the path to 100 percent renewable resources by 2050. 
By Sarah Gerarden 

10 What’s Happening in Healthcare? 
Health care is one issue that most Americans agree they're worried about. Dr. Kevin Look discusses the problems 
and solutions endemic to the American health care system. 
By Erica Calvache 

12 Near Real-Time Flood Detection 
Finduconsccalimedial New processing methods in satellite imagery make flood detection more accurate and impactful. 

Search for Wisconsin Engineer Magazine By ata Nebr 
14 No-Analogue Systems: How Climate Change May Affect US Forests 

OD We sat down with UW Ecology Professor Monica Turner to discuss how climate change may affect forests’ ability to 
recover from wildfires. 
By Patrick Bryne 

join bell SCONSM gee 0» 16 Intelligence: Coming to a City Near You 
= Madison is just one of many cities buying into the Smart City trend. 

Linked ‘in| By Ben Zastrow 

17 Gut to Brain 
Keep up with the magazine™ Stay in touch with the staff The gut microbiome might contain a potential causal factor and indicator for Alzheimer’s disease. 

esas eater eee By Yinghong Liu 

18 Engineering After Dark 
Janitors at UW-Madison create a welcoming environment for all engineering students. 

. ; By Jordan Wolff 

ie 20 Air Pollution and the Health of Wisconsin Residents 
Wisconsin residents who live in close proximity to high-traffic roadways may be at a higher risk for developing 

& G allergic diseases and asthma. 
ry 29 3 By Erin Clements 
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Personality es 
personality suggest that 

e e 

P Cc eC d 1 Cc ‘ol ml ni 2 personality traits can be used 

to predict health outcomes, 
e 

M O Ct C a a IE \ T including mortality risk. 

hat is personality? How does per- cooperative and flexible in social situations. | Ofthe Big Five traits, it was determined that high 

WV sents influence our daily choices? Extraversion is characterized by sociability, levels of conscientiousness, extraversion, and 

Can it even predict our mortality? talkativeness, assertiveness and high amounts —_agreeableness were all associated with a lower risk 

We know that in general, life would be alot more of emotional expressiveness, as opposed to in- of mortality. However, both neuroticism and ex- 

boring without personality. Personality isa fun- _troverts who are more reserved and expend less __traversion were associated with individuals who 

damental part of being human, and it can saya __ energy in social situations. Each of these widely | smoked. The trait with the largest impact on re- 

lot about who we are as a person. It is a distin- encompassing traits make up the five basic di- | ducing mortality risk was conscientiousness, de- 

guishing characteristic of human beings, with mensions of personality, all of which may provide _ creasing the risk of mortality by 89 percent. Both 

each person displaying a unique combination of _ insight into an individual’s health and potential | extraversion and agreeableness had a slightly 

qualities and attributes. risk of mortality’. smaller impact, contributing to an approximate 

24 percent and 20 percent lower risk of mortality. 

Scientists have broken down the most basic types Recent studies attempting to link personality to | While both conscientiousness and extraversion 

of personality traits into the Big Five. These five mortality risk used the Big Five personality traits | were consistent across age groups, openness was 

include openness, neuroticism, conscientious- and tookinto account whether or notthe research not. Individuals over the age of 65 exhibit more 

ness, agreeableness, and extraversionl. Openness _ participant was a smoker. In this longitudinal | openness, suggesting a lower risk of mortality but 

includes characteristics such as creativity and data analysis, fifteen studies were conducted by _ only in older age”. In turn, it may be thought that 

insight; those who exhibit openness often have various research groups and synthesized into one _ those below the age of 65 who display openness 

many interests and are open to new things. Neu- _ conclusive paper. All age groups were taken into _ may live longer than those who do not. However, 

roticism is characterized by moodiness, irritation consideration, and variables such as age, sex, and _ the general trend was that younger individuals 

and emotional instability. Those who experience education were accounted for. While some of the do not exhibit higher levels of this trait, so often 

neuroticism are often stressed, anxious, expe- studies contained only subsets of the Big Five, _ times this is not the case. 

rience dramatic mood shifts, and worry often. such as neuroticism, they all contained informa- 

Conscientiousness is expressed by people who tion on mortality, such as death status and death The effects of personality on mortality risk re- 

are thoughtful and goal-oriented, often times dates. The studies that contained the full Big Five vealed a greater number of associations between 

organized and mindful of detail. Agreeableness conducted tests for each trait individually as well the two than expected. Both extraversion and 

includes trust, altruism, kindness, and affection. as the five together to obtain the most accurate agreeableness were linked with a lower risk of 

Those who exhibit agreeableness are often more _ results’. mortality, which had not been previously associ- 

2 SARIN oS ated. This may be due to the fact that most stud- 

oo. a o ies conducted did not consider all five of the Big 

ae ae " Bo oy oe oo Five Personality traits and oe more closely 

3 cae Bo = ( oe. 4) FP a a on conscientiousness and neuroticism’. 

ae lee , C : ae Fos In considering smoking as a health behavior af- 
aes Be eer l? — eee fected by personality, research also suggests that 

ae a ox tf . ee ee ___more studies need to be conducted to consider 
Po a f y rh he = oe 2 ae S A | how other health behaviors aside from smoking 

oe eh y y q, ; i . pee Pe es: may affect personality. Smoking accounts for 

: oe gl uy 4 1, z only a small portion of the link between mortality 
Se oe and personality, and other mediators, such as so- 

a : cial behaviors or psychological pathways, might 

play a role in explaining the effects of other traits. 

Personality traits may also be used to identify in- 

dividuals who are more willing to engage in risky 

behaviors, which might deteriorate or shorten 

Ce ee Teens mire CeCe ite eRe eae mura cll their life expectancy. For example, it could be in- 

terpreted that an individual who enjoys skydiv- 

2 Spring 2018 Wisennsiiten inser



ing demonstrates higher levels of openness while such that the personality traits they exhibit can 

someone who prefers yoga likely does not”. explain the behavior. While research regarding 

personality and risk of mortality is not complete, 

In conclusion, it is those who exhibit low levels of _ these studies revealed previously unknown find- 

neuroticism and high levels of conscientiousness, _ ings and emphasized the apparent and influential 

extraversion and agreeableness who are ata lower _ link between personality and mortality. @ 

risk of mortality. In addition, those with high lev- 

els of neuroticism are more likely to be smokers _ written by:Lucy Shoemaker 

and, in turn, can expect a short life expectancy. Photography by: Gary Geson 

This information can be useful when considering _ Design by:Suzanne Kukec 

candidates for long-term studies that collect data 

over years or centuries. It can also be applied to 

individuals who engage in hazardous behaviors, 

{1] Cherry, Kendra. "The Big Five Personality Traits." Verywell, Dec. 2017. 

[2] Graham, Eileen K. "Personality Predicts Mortality Risk: An Integrative Data Analysis of 15 International Longitudinal Studies." Science Direct, 

Oct. 2017. 
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This one-of-a-kind research 

— nF . 
ks facility offers controlled testing 

environments to academic and 

Cee ee ame M Ne MCN asia ac a ieee live ame commercial clients. The facility has 

Pe ee mel acres CMe ME UMN a ei uc lela CL Ta ete = ; 

MAEM MURR oe cules faa P ite ice provided space for projects that 

range from pressure effects on 

Ts ability to control a laboratory space tem. Originally, the lab was a standalone opera- 

to specific conditions is a challenge that _ tion able to run at full capacity without power or pacemakers to LED development 

is often hard to facilitate. On the UW- other resources from UW-Madison. However, the 

Madison campus, the Biotron Laboratory offers lab has slowly integrated into the UW-Madison for cranberry plant growth. 

university and commercial clients the luxury computer network and has given some opera- Greenhouses are featured on a few of the facil- 

of controllable testing environments for plant, tions to the Physical Power Plant. The lab became _ity’s floors. These rooms differ from the isolated 

animal, and material studies. Clients are able to _ fully operational in 1971 and saw the addition of interior rooms, as these greenhouses are un- 

choose between highly controlled environments greenhouses to multiple floors in 1994. able to provide the amount of control as interior 

or moderately controlled greenhouses. Most con- rooms. However, these rooms are able to provide 

trolled environment setups have a basic lab room —_ Over time, the facility has harbored research for natural sunlight and other benefits that allow for 

where research may be monitored and recorded. a multitude of professors and commercial clients. _ more plant-based research. Projects housed here 

This leads to multiple experimental rooms, which From NASA space probes to 20-foot-tall corn include the gathering of potato plant seedlings, 

are lined with thick walls of metal and insula- stalks, the staff has seen it all. Biotron director _ which are transferred to an interior room to com- 

tion that allow researchers to completely control _ Dr. Hannah Carey houses her own research on _ plete their growing cycle. These seedlings and po- 

each environment individually for their research hibernating ground squirrels in the facility. The _ tatoes are then shipped all over the country to be 

projects. The rooms are also guarded with heavy lab has given Carey the exact environment she _ planted and harvested due to their immunity to 

metal doors that have a small peeping window _ needs to keep her squirrels in a deep hibernating many diseases. 

to see through. Researchers can control the tem- _ state with proper temperature and light controls. 

perature, light intensity, light quality, humid- Carey's room remains dark and cold ataconstant Other projects have included Antarctic drilling 

ity, watering, electrical power, and sound in the _ temperature of three degrees Celsius so she may _ equipment, humidity effects on window blinds, 

control rooms through fully automated software. conduct her research efficiently. and LED lighting development for plant growth. 

Using this system, researchers are able to isolate A researcher can replicate the environment of al- 

one variable and run at full operation, 24 hoursa | While on a tour of the facility, Jacob Schoville, a most any place around the world, from a dry hot 

day, with care from the Biotron staff, who work _ horticulture technician, shared some interesting _ desert to the humid rainforest; the capabilities of 

around the clock to monitor various research stories of projects that have been housed at the _ the lab are extensive. The facility gives the power 

projects. Biotron since its construction. A hypobaric pres- _ and controls over to their clients’ laboratory space, 

sure chamber that can simulate altitudes over allowing for a unique individualistic approach to 

During the 1960s, a group of UW-Madison col- _ 10,000 feet was used to test medical devices such _ research. As time passes, the lab continues to in- 

leagues applied for a grant from the National Sci- as insulin pumps to make sure they continue to _ tegrate into the UW-Madison campus, provide a 

ence Foundation to build a space for controlled _ function properly at high altitudes. In another in- space for research, and support the discovery of 

environment testing. The group received $1.5 stance, a researcher was able to simulate autumn _ information by the UW-Madison community.@ 

million in government funding and a substan- conditions by mimicking the annual decrease in 

tial amount of aid from UW-Madison to be- sunlight. This caused the trees that were housed _ written by: Makenna Hall 

gin construction in the late 1960s. The building there to change colors even though the study took _ Photography by: Mary Shaughnessy 

was completed in 1967 with 45 isolated control _ place in the middle of July. Design by: Suzanne Kukec 

rooms, each with its own heating and cooling sys- 
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Electromagnetic Scattering Laws in Weyl Systems: Y 
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Battery rs Zhou attempts to (pictured) where a larger cross sectional size will yield better results, be it better images or 

signal strength. This sensor was fabricated by Kai Zang at Stanford University. 

y(t) the public with an answer. This photo makes objects look much bigger than they actually are as a result of research 

which aims to increase the optical size of a nano-scale object. 

‘ Historically, the relationship between an an- A current area for improvement lies in the fab- 

tenna’s cross section and the wavelength it scat- _ rication of materials used for scattering such as 

ters have made technologies like the antennaon antennae or solar cells. “When fabricating the 

a cell phone a reality; however, it has become a device, you'll create some ruffles, which will 

limitation for further technological advance- make it non-resonating,” Zhou says. For most 

ment. “The wavelength relationship is a limi- applications, Zhou explains that the engineering 

tation; you cannot further increase the cross community is pushing for optimal frequency, 

section of an antenna because it is limited by _ but that this is difficult to achieve when devices 

the wavelength and, unfortunately, you cannot continue to be rough because their performance 

change the wavelength by much,” Zhou says. is degraded. Weyl systems are especially critical 

because they are independent of surface texture. 

Zhou’s team can significantly increase an an- 

tenna’s cross section by utilizing the fact that All forms of communication could benefit from 

in Weyl systems, mediums in which two waves this new development. Imagine a world where 

touch each other at certain points, diverging you could text someone while on the elevator or 

and diminishing cross sections can be realized drive through a concrete tunnel while listening 

at any wavelength because they are governed by to the radio without interruption. Zhou’s re- 

their surrounding medium. This is beneficial search proves that world can exist. However, it is 

because a medium, tailored to the way a wave _ up to scientists and engineers to create an action 

propagates, will result in a large cross section plan to permanently solve our communication 

at any wavelength. A large cross section would dilemmas. @ 

then produce a stronger signal because it can 

scatter more electromagnetic waves. Written by: Ana Alba 

Photography by: Mayukh Misra 

Let’s think about cellular signal in a building _ Designby: Jonathan Evans 

like Engineering Hall. The mobile signal from 

the cell tower can be weakened because of the 

building’s structure. “One way to increase the 

signal of a mobile phone is to increase the cross 

section of its antenna. If this can be achieved, the 

signal of a phone in a building can be strength- 

ened even when the power of the signal from the 

cell tower is very weak,” Zhou says. 
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There are many hidden functions of expressions that the majority of people have no idea exist. 

One such expression is the smile. How much do you know about smiles? 

d i] 
functions of S mM ( c S 

re you happy right now? Are you smiling pressing the lips tightly in front of the teeth, and 

A this moment? It seems that these two A ” the eyes usually doesn’t provide any additional 

questions should have the same answer, 4 expression. “An example that I like to give isin an 

as smiles play a huge role in expressing our inter- — elevator. When one person enters an elevator and 

nal state of happiness. It seems natural for us to é ad P| es sees another person, he/she automatically gives a 

smile when we want to share our happiness. But pe smile just to establish trust for this small elevator 

recent discoveries have shown that smiles play a hee trip. However, this smile would not mean that a 

much more significant role in society than just an ne “ y person wants to be a close friend or wants to get 

expression of happiness. It is an evolutionary way = : lunch with you,” Martin says. In more heteroge- 

to manage relationships with other people. neous countries such as the United States, people 

B _ smile more often because historically, they had 

Jared Martin, a graduate student at the UW- — to find a way to communicate with people who 

Madison psychology department, studies af- ; NM = came from different experiences, cultures, and 

fective science to uncover what functional role ‘eee = languages. 

humans’ emotions and expressions play in their ae 

lives and social interactions. So far, psychologists The third function of a smile, as described by 

have identified at least three major purposes of Ms , Martin, is to show dominance. “We would see 

the human smile: to reward, to show affiliation, this kind of smile in a sports competition; when 

and to express dominance. Many of these mo- one team starts to win, they would show a domi- 

tivations can be considered “fake,” but there is e -s nance smile to the losing team,” Martin says. 

something unique in the purpose of each type of a This smile can be recognized by the movement 

smile. " 4 aie of only one corner of the lip. Often called a smirk 

2 , or a crooked smile, this type of smile may also be 

| i ae observed in people who do not necessarily have 

| | } f dominance but intend to have it. 
| if Eis , 

{ | CET micle MreMmUicmeliciccuial These are only three currently identified applica- 

s € ie | Sum VCC omi om TUM Cietulitca tions of smiles in society, but there may be many 

ae | and (C) dominance smile. more that remain unclassified. It is important to 

: Be | | realize that this study describes patterns, not in- 

Ts 4 a “eg The most commonly identified function of the dividual behavior. However, understanding the 

cl | f smile is to reward. The rewarding smile activates generalized patterns of behavior opens up end- 

a the whole face, including eyes and lips, and itis less possibilities for artificial intelligence and 

zi the most similar to a “natural smile.” “This actu- machine learning to better understand and in- 

@ ally makes a lot of sense because when we reward __ teract with humans. 

% someone, it does actually make us happy,” Mar- 

= tin says. People use the reward smile to providea “People unconsciously are able to read facial ex- 

= | sign for another person that they are behaving in _ pression. Evolutionarily, this may have helped 

__. the right way. For example, this smile appears as __us to survive,” Martin says. For practical advice 

yo a mother rewards her baby for the first steps in its on how to become better at reading faces, Mar- 

ee s se _ life. She is signaling positive emotions about her _ tin encourages people to be more engaged with 

_ child’s action and is also reinforcing her positive another person’s face; make eye contact and pay 

g feelings towards being a mother. close attention to a person’s reaction and smile. 

a ; 3 And the next time you smile, consider the moti- 

= ; id, According to Martin, the second function of a _ vation: Are you really happy right now? @ 

. : ™ smile is to show affiliation. This smile shows the _ writtenby: Yuliia Kapeliushna 

Jared Martin, a graduate student in the UW _ other person that you are friendly and open to _ Photography by: Cody Schwartz 

Department of Psychology interaction. This smile is usually activated by Image courtesy of: Niedenthal Emotions Lab 

Design by: Suzanne Kukec 
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Sustainable Solutions on Madison’s East Side 
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The tiny homes in Madison are part of a growing trend to build Occupy Madison's plan started with the purchase of 
an old gas station on the east side of Madison. The 

smaller, economically and environmentally-friendly living spaces. nonprofit turned the lot into suitable and for hous: 
ing and reserved space for a workshop on site. These 

f the many eclectic and eccentric facets of _ reduces the environmental impact of the wood and _ houses are located at the intersection of Johnson 
Madison, perhaps the top of the list isn’t metals needed during the building phase. After the and Third Street, only a 20 minute walk from Witte 

so big after all. It’s called Occupy Madi- home is built, the homes use less energy for heat- Hall. In 2015, the village gained its first resident; 

son. Currently comprised of eight tiny houses that ing and cooling than traditional homes due to the __ six people now call it their home. Lucca Clemente, 

are contained in a lot on the east side of Madison, __ limited size of the space. Many people choose to live | member of Occupy Madison, summarizes in a Ted 
the nonprofit was started to create a housing proj- ina tiny house solely to reduce their environmental Talk, “[Occupy Madison Village is] a self-governed 

ect that offered safe, comfortable spaces for Madi- _ footprint. community comprising tiny houses built by and for 

son’s homeless. Over the last five years, these small people in need of stable housing, and a workshop for 

houses have become a close-knit community that Occupy Madison, however, is concerned about _ building those houses, gardens, and even beehives.” 

showcases many of the themes advocated by the more than just its carbon footprint. Formed in late 
tiny house movement. 2012, the nonprofit centers around “solutions for The physical manifestations of Occupy Madison’s 

people facing homelessness in Madison.” This local _ philosophy can be seen through the six tiny houses 
; nonprofit grew out of the unincorporated Occupy __ that bring new life to an old lot on the east side of 

W “[Occupy Madison Village is] movement that began in 2011 in response to grow-_ Madison. Curiosity about the Occupy Madison 

a self-governed community ing social and economic inequality in the United _ village can be satisfied by a quick bike ride to their 

comprising tiny houses built by States. Occupy Madison formed around the same shop, which features classes, workshops, and volun- 

df lei dofstabl general principles but soon refocused on local is- _ teer opportunities. @ 
an ‘ or peeple ininecac $ a © sues after many homeless started joining the group. 

housing, a workshop for building with the tiny house movement gaining more atten- Pea See, 
those houses, gardens, and even ___ tion, the members, seeing many potential benefits, é ? 

G 5 5 : Images courtesy of: www.madisontinyhomes.com 
beehives.’- Lucca Clemente decided to start their own tiny housing venture. 

Design by: Tim Campbell 

The origins of the tiny house movement are hard to - & Z 0 ge ell a ioe . 
: o 4 j ‘| oy hie at at Pa me 2 ae s 

pin down, but some people credit architect Sarah ‘aa a av RSS 3 4 el one, REL a te 
Susanka for helping the movement to gain momen- gE _— ¥ p \ | ae eee a ea 
tum with her book “The Not So Big House.” She : 3 - wy. a : i? . 2° a 

, advocates for the development of architecture that a al = zs 
emphasizes utility and comfort instead of size and Se 

grandeur. A tiny house is generally considered to Saat ee oo ee 
: ae i —— +R en 

be anywhere between 100 and 400 square feet, or Tr q ia 2 Wh Pes ae 

roughly only one and a half times the size of the av- | /f oe he =. . = y eee "% Soe y — 3 
erage Sellery Hall dorm room. Although minimal | = pets i CoS ae 

in size, most tiny houses are well-planned to make i aa | 4 . . ae 

efficient use of space without abandoning aestheti- ee ae a waa —=—s 

cally pleasing architecture. i . & | Bibi: 
4 Es “=. f 

Along with satisfying spatial needs, tiny houses wa se | ‘Sa _ > e es ey 

have garnered large support because they are typi- | 4 P 4 a oS i ; a 

cally more environmentally-friendly at every phase : > ee meee 

of their construction compared to standard homes. _ Floor plans are customizable, but space is at a premium, so designs must take that into account. 
Tiny houses require less material to build, which 

ee 
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; Researchers are looking at the factors of residential low price photovoltaic solar installations _ 

ce to encourage larger rates of residential solar adoption, thus pushing forward in the path to 100 
sa a ale : : a 

1 ‘ percent renewable resources by 2050. te Lf ft ji f[ 

= \ 

he world is traveling slowly to 100 percent renewable resources, but _10 percent of energy from renewables, there is still a substantial amount of 

according to leading scientists, this mission can be completed by the _ work to be done. One aspect of this question focuses on the economics of 

year 2050 with current technology. To accomplish this, electricity residential solar energy. 

must replace conventional forms of power such as combustible engines and 

other systems which run primarily on gas or require a lot of heat. Although —_ Eric O'Shaughnessy, a market research analyst at the National Renewable 

many major aspects of the world are already powered by electricity, barri- | Energy Laboratory, described his research regarding the economics of resi- 

ers in industry, transportation, homes, and businesses need to be resolved _ dential solar. O'Shaughnessy is involved in an academic partnership with 

before the path to 100 percent renewables are a conceivable option. Spe- | Dr. Greg Nemet as well as researchers from Lawrence Berkeley National 

cifically, two main attributes come into play when considering the path to _ Lab, the University of Texas, and Yale University, who are studying how to 

100 percent renewables: technical and economic feasibility. In other words, _ decrease the price of photovoltaic (PV) solar system installation. Their goal 

is it even possible to run solely on renewable resources by the year 2050? __ is to induce higher rates of residential solar adoption in the United States. A 

Considering the fact that the United States currently obtains approximately __ key factor in residential solar adoption is price, so O'Shaughnessy and his 
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Left: The North Star Solar project is the largest solar facility in the midwest, providing power to approximately 20,000 homes. 

Top: The nearly two square mile large facility is part of a trend towards power utility companies providing more renewable energy. 

team are looking at the factors that make low-priced systems affordable. search would need to be done to compare this method of residential solar 

“If you can figure out the factors that make low price PV systems, youcan _ with the smaller individual roof solar panels. One issue that arises in 

shift the distribution of prices in that direction,” O'Shaughnessy says. _ either case is storage of solar energy. Because batteries are so expensive, 

Currently, the installation prices of PV solar systems have a wide price _ they are not a practical solution. Fortunately, there is a mechanism to 

distribution due to location, installer company size, and installer expe- _ take advantage of solar energy when residents are not home. For exam- 

rience. The high prices prevent customers from adopting solar in their ple, it is possible to configure water heaters to heat water while no one is 

homes. O’Shaughnessy is working to use economics as “a tool to create home, or to configure air conditioning to plunge the temperature of the 

smart environmental policies” and inform policymakers for creating the _ air on a hot day so that residents can come home to a cool house. This 

most economically efficient systems. concept improves the thermal capacity of a house by leveraging solar en- 

ergy with smart technology. 

O’Shaughnessy’s research is data driven, and his team is working with 

some of the largest solar data sets that are available. One data set, Track- _ A special result of this research would be for citizens to adopt solar power 

ing the Sun, summarizes price trends of PV solar systems installed in in their homes, regardless of their degree of concern for the environ- 

the United States. One issue that the researchers must contend with is ment. For example, someone who is not particularly concerned for the 

poor data quality. A variable that is almost always missing is the charac- _ environment will likely adopt solar if they feel they directly benefit from 

teristics of the houses themselves. If a house has a high-pitched roof, the __ the transition. It is safe to say that people do not like paying their electric 

cost to install a PV system will increase because of variables that affect __ bills, so if a company tells them that they can save hundreds of dollars a 

the difficulty of the installation process. O'Shaughnessy and his team __ year by utilizing solar power, people will be interested. Sol 

are continuously creating ways to control the quality of data to ensure 

that the data are not problematic. The data are used to make conclusions | O’Shaughnessy’s academic partnership is ongoing. This team of re- 

about market structures; the knowledge gained about the solar market _ searchers will continue looking more specifically at price dispersion, ef- 

can be used to efficiently increase adoption in residential communities. fects of the current market structure, appropriate level of competition, 

Right now, both small businesses and large national corporations do in- _ the ideal number of installers, and experience level of installers to im- 

stallation. The researchers have noted the importance of a firm’s expe- _ prove policy and increase adoption of residential solar power. 

rience with PV system installation as a leading factor in low-price PV 

systems. O'Shaughnessy and his team are “dissecting installer-customer __ It is important to remember how small the share of electricity produced 

interactions to see what the data can tell us.” It was also found that some __ by residential solar power is compared to industrial power generation 

level of competition amongst installers is important. methods. Transportation, manufacturing, and business also use huge 

amounts of energy, so there is much to accomplish before the goal of 

Another possible method to decrease the cost of residential solar power _100 percent renewables can be reached. However, with our current capa- 

is to utilize community solar farms. Rather than each customer install- _ bilities, a large impact can be made in reducing the economic burden of 

ing individual solar panels on their roofs, multiple residential customers _ renewable energy generation. @ 

would be allowed to subscribe to a much larger system. Because larger _ written by: Sarah Gerarden 

systems tend to yield lower prices in an economy, each individual cus- _ Photography by: Jason Hakamaki 

tomer would have a lower cost-basis for the same utilization. More re- _ Design by: Suzanne Kukec 
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What’s Happening in Healthcare: 

Health care is one issue that most Americans agree they're worried about. Dr. Kevin Look discusses the problems and 

solutions endemic to the American health care system. 

ealth care is one of the most hotly de- States’ health care system ranked last overall. Sur- insurance who just can’t afford to use it. Unfor- 

He== subjects in American politics, and _ prisingly, Canada, a country which many Ameri- tunately, I don’t see that improving with a lot of 

lack of compromise within the govern- cans hold as an example of an excellent health —_ current discussion on how to improve the health 

ment has left many Americans struggling to pay _ care system, ranked only tenth. “When you have __ care system.” 

for their medical care. The United States is one universal health care, there’re also usually issues 

of the only developed nations without universal _ with things like wait times and access to newer, But is the future of American health care totally 

health care coverage, and access has been limited more expensive technologies or treatments,” bleak? Look disagrees, but he states that health 

to just those who can afford it. Health care isa Look says. These issues not only affect our neigh- _ care is extremely difficult to change without sig- 

complicated and oftentimes divisive subject, but bors to the north, but the country generally con- _ nificant compromise. 

according to Dr. Kevin Look, a professor at the _ sidered as having the best health care system in 

UW-Madison School of Pharmacy, it is impera- the world as well: the United Kingdom. These two W “We need to look beyond the 

tive that improvements be made. Sac oe high quality care at lower costs but politics of it and look at what is 

j | have issues ae eau Glare for Caaeag On Oo really best for the patient and the 

The United States rules in entertainment and _ other hand, in the United States it’s not a question . yl 
. a a i . population ... Until we see that 

technology but lacks when it comes to health care. _ of waiting to visit a specialist, but rather the in- iL . 

“There has been a lot of evidence to show that ability to afford one. happen, we're not going to see any 

health care in the [United States] is worse than in meaningful change.’ 

most other developed countries,” Look says. “Our Passed in 2010, the Affordable Care Act, more -Kevin Look 
costs are higher, we have poorer access and lower commonly known as “Obamacare,” was an at- 

quality compared to other countries.” In 2014, tempt to make health care more affordable for Look notes that a possible solution may be found 

the Commonwealth Fund, a private foundation American citizens. Look notes that it has made _ in Germany’s health care system. German health 

dedicated to improving health care in the United _ preventative health care, such as flu shots and care is largely privatized, but all citizens have in- 

States, ranked 11 developed nations on their over- mammograms, more accessible. Other medical surance provided by either their employer or the 

all quality of care based on several criteria such as _ procedures, such as surgery, are still costly. Now- government. This system would satisfy the Re- 

efficacy, equity, and efficiency of care. The United  adays, Look says that “we're seeing people with _ publican Party’s desire for privately run health 

care, and the Democratic Party’s desire for uni- 

i versal access to health care. For now, however, it 

git 4 ~~ __ looks as though it will be a long time before the 

Held a anes 7.729 4 two parties will be able to reach an agreement. 

soe wae 0 7 | te See a oo )& Si ; a: 

ps pe : “me oe y | In an ideal world, Look, whose work focuses on 
{Se ee ee Re Read ee the disparity present within the American health 

: i as — . : q : care system, would like to see a system that pro- 
: Ss j ae f a Be ea ' vides more equal access regardless of a person’s 

. i Sided ei fb eed _ ' 4 Tt * ally to afford it, “whether that’s in the form 
ae : bee a . “ i % of universal health care or changes to the cur- 

eee } or ae 3 ode ____ tent system to make it more equal.” Although he 

semareremr |) BON y ___ thinks that change may be a long way off, focusing 

” ~ oN a on high-quality, safe care is crucial to improving 

et a "5 _ the overall health of American citizens. Hope- 

BL + a ae fully, for the good of all Americans, changes in 

Bee oe health care will happen sooner rather than later. 

a elie © = Nii a aoe gal — 
= i e ek \ | ide Written by: Erica Calvache 
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: oe _ Design by: Suzanne Kukec 

Dr. Kevin Look of the Wisconsin School of Pharmacy shares his views on the current 

Healthcare scenario in the United States. 
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Near Real-Time Flood Detecti 

New processing methods in satellite imagery make flood detection more accurate and impactful 

espite the common view that technol- a Sree ty oS | ee , oe 

D«= and nature operate as opposing = ne aon Bar) “2 ae aes oe Ti " 
forces, today’s technologies draw inspi- one x Bee vies Ct na : Fa fore 

ration from, work together with, or monitor the ieee ae Ch ae ces sae see: 

natural forces in our world. One such interaction Wes Bare me oy i a2 I = ‘ 

between science and the environment is in the eS ‘I ihe toed * a. i: ; é 
— a pone Seen tate be erent AS SS a ae sr a 

prediction, tracking, and remediation of natural ae bx 5 ate, : bat ooe ‘ 

disasters such as earthquakes, storms, and floods. 5. e aia SaaS Macs! a eS ae Se eg Y 

While we are unable to prevent these events from ae barca ah Ba i Be. "ee veins fil etait a Nee 

occurring, having the ability to accurately predict. | “J ae vane ‘ Tae fog Rs ae 

and monitor their effects is invaluable in theas- = Ro les’ pase nan ae ‘ ee os Ce 
sessment and mitigation of lasting damage. Eee Pe ee eee nee fe ae Eyat = 

od ba os aa 
In the case of flooding, satellite imaging is a cru- ; y ee Pea ~ is a 

cial aspect of monitoring. A research group led ; dy ele < pee ye 4 : = 

by Dr. Sanmei Li of George Mason University in- a. Pe = eo 
cluding UW-Madison researchers Jay Hoffman, | ae ed co iho a ‘ 

Dr. Dave Santek, and Dr. Shane Hubbard of the ea iA ; : ae as 

Space Science and Engineering Center, is making | a Z / Peo nae } 

significant steps in increasing both the accuracy 

and accessibility of flood detection products. An _ Images of the Texas coastline from the SNPP satellite provide officials with an extensive view 

antenna on top of UW-Madison’s Atmospheric, of the flooding during Hurricane Harvey. 

Oceanic and Space Sciences building is one of few 

in the world that receives direct broadcast from areas are often obscured by clouds. With more _ Real Earth. This module can be accessed by any- 

the Suomi National Polar-Orbiting Operational frequent imaging, there is a greater probability one for free at realearth.ssec.wisc.edu and allows 

Environmental Satellite System Preparatory Proj- that the image will be taken during a break in _ navigation of satellite images of many regions in 

ect (SNPP) satellite. This direct broadcast means _ the cloud cover. Tests are ongoing to adapt the the United States through space and time. One 

a very low latency time and the ability to process __ flood detection algorithm to work with the latest _ can simply choose the region and time and navi- 

data almost immediately, unlike at most other or- geostationary satellites that are capable of trans- gate through the map to see recent flood prod- 

ganizations. mitting images as frequently as every minute. By _ uct images. This website is the result of the im- 

aligning their orbit speed with Earth’s rotation, age processing carried out at UW-Madison and 

The concept of satellite flood detection is not geostationary satellites appear to stay locked in is central to the distribution of information. As 

new; imaging to track the aftermath of floods has _ a specific position above the planet. With such a Hubbard says, “Real Earth is the ability to then 

been used for decades. “What makes this differ- high frequency of images, capturing key events serve that data up.” 

ent is that we're using new satellite technology,” such as the flood’s peak will become more fea- 

Hubbard says. Specifically, the improved spatial _ sible. This technology would allow officials to get The capabilities and applications of this technol- 

coverage and spectral resolution capabilities of _ amore accurate idea of the extent of floodingand ogy are already visible. Organizations such as 

the imaging device itself allow for more accurate _ react accordingly. FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agen- 

understanding of the flooding. While SNPP pro- cy) and NWS (National Weather Service) col- 

vides nearly complete global coverage, the polar Another significant improvement Dr. Li and her _ laborate with the research group, and the online 

orbiting satellite Landsat had previously been colleagues are implementing is increased spatial module receives a great deal of traffic. A recent 

used for flood detection, but it only overpassed _ resolution. The previous satellite imaging hard- test of its capabilities was monitoring the after- 

many regions of the globe once every 16 days. _ ware used a one-kilometer pixel. The researchers’ math of Hurricane Harvey. With images around 

“You can’t compare a grid cell from the previ- new hardware, the Visible Infrared Imagine Ra- the Gulf of Mexico, floodwater was detected 

ous day and understand what’s happening with diometric Suite (VIIRS), can achieve a 375-me- _ throughout South Texas following the hurricane. 

the flooding,” Hubbard says, stressing the impor- _ ter pixel. The much smaller pixel size allows for _ By using this product, officials and experts were 

tance of frequent image updates. a more detailed final product that will be able to _ better equipped to assess the extent of the flood- 

provide more relevant local data to users. ing and begin plans for recovery. According to 

A common problem in imaging of flood events is Hubbard, “this information is really important 

cloud cover. Since many flood events occur dur- Most of this data can be processed in about 90 because it gives them some situational aware- 

ing high precipitation, satellite images of flooded _ minutes and displayed in the interactive module _ ness.” While municipalities in the United States 
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may not see much use for these images, residents _ direct broadcast from the polar orbiting satellite. this product,” Hoffman says. Additionally, the 

can easily contact local authorities after observ- “Sometimes this is the first way to detect floodsin ability to reliably track flooding bears increasing 

ing a breach. Being able to monitor larger regions _ those remote regions,” Hoffman says. This satel- importance as climate change alters precipitation 

or entire states provides a more holistic view of _ lite imaging is ideal for such regions that experi- _ patterns and flood events become more frequent. 

the scale of flooding problems. ence high flood events generally due to snowmelt ‘This image processing and analysis of flood data 

or ice damming, which causes flooding not asso- _is one example of the global scientific community 

In addition to being useful in densely populated ciated with cloud cover and can therefore be more _ applying technological advancements to improve 

areas, the flood product is even more usefulinru- — easily viewed by satellite. Flood detection by sat- _ our ability to monitor the effects of natural disas- 

ral regions and in foreign countries, where flood __ellite is more feasible than direct observation in ters. B 

monitoring capabilities are not as advanced. areas of such sparse population. 

With officials having the power to see flooding in Written by: Katlyn Nohr 

near real time, measures to save lives and proper- ‘These advancements taking place at UW-Madi- _ image courtesy of: realearth.ssec.wisc.edu 

ty can be implemented as quickly and efficiently son and in the larger scope of the VIIRS project _ Design by: suzanne Kukec 

as possible. A similar application is in the moni- are paving the way for similar application in 

toring of flood events in areas like Alaska, where _ other regions. “If a country has their own anten- 

the University of Alaska-Fairbanks also receives _ nae, they would be able to process AND generate 
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ow. Climate Change May Affect US Forests 

We sat down with UW Ecology Professor Monica 

Turner to discuss how climate change may affect 

forests’ ability to recover from wildfires. 

Yosemite National Park, CA 

n 1988, beginning in June and continuing until early September, more __ tion. Dr. Monica Turner, professor of ecology at UW-Madison, has studied 

[= 50 individual wildfires tore through Yellowstone National Parkin this cycle in Yellowstone for nearly 30 years. She began her work in the park 

the costliest wildfire season in the park’s history. The battle against the in 1989, studying the forests’ recoveries immediately after the fire, and has 

flames was the largest firefighting effort in the United States up to that point, continued to do so over the decades since. This past summer, she was back 

with roughly 25,000 people involved and $120 million spent in the process. in Yellowstone, studying areas that had burned during the summer of 2016 

793,880 acres of the park were affected — about 36 percent of the park’s total - specifically areas that had also burned in 1988 or the early 2000s. In do- 

area. ing so, Turner was hoping to investigate a more current issue: how climate 

change may affect forests in the Western United States. How might a forest’s 

Yet despite the highly negative public response, Yellowstone’s forests would __ resilience (that is, ability to recover from a fire) be altered? What factors 

recover without any significant issues. Forests, like those burned in Yellow- _ might drive a change in resilience? How likely are such factors to manifest? 

stone in 1988, have evolved to be highly resilient to major fires. Wildfires are 

simply part of their natural regenerative routine. Roughly every 100 to 200 According to Turner, climate change may affect the recovery process in sev- 

years, a historic drought (like those leading up to the 1988 fires, described as _ eral ways. Central to this possible change is the frequency of fires. As the 

the worst since 1934) creates conditions favorable for a fire, which can then climate is altered, drought conditions like the ones that lead to the 1988 

be started by natural causes (of the 51 distinct fires in 1988, 42 were sparked and 2016 fires will become less of the extreme and more of the norm. As a 

by lightning). result, fires will occur more and more frequently. Forests such as the one 

Turner studies have evolved to burn only once every 100 years or so, and 

Wildfires play an important role in the life cycle of many forests,and many _ their mechanisms of recovery are not specialized for intervals closer to 15 or 

of their regenerative processes are catalyzed by the presence of fire. Aftera 30 years. Depending on the species, a tree may go anywhere from the first 15 

wildfire burns itself out, the restoration process begins almost immediately. _ to 50 years of its life without producing cones, and short interval fires reduce 

Lodgepole pines, which make up nearly 80 percent of Yellowstone’s forests, | the number of seeds for the next generation of the forest to sprout from. If 

generate serotinous cones, which only open to disperse their seeds after be- a fire is large enough, the burnt areas may be too large to be replenished by 

ing heated by fire. Fires very rarely become hot enough to destroy the root _ seed dispersion (where nearby unburnt trees spread seeds into burnt areas). 

systems of larger trees, and seedlings sprout from these roots. Moreover, the Dr. Turner spent the summer of 2017 investigating these hypotheses, and 

now bare soil is more suitable for seedling growth, due to both mineral nu- _ while the study is not yet published, she says that from her own personal ob- 

trients in the ash and increased sunlight after the canopy has burned away. _ servations, there appears to be substantially fewer trees following the short 

interval fires than there were following the 1988 fires. 

Climate change, however, may disrupt this cycle, despite eons of specializa- 
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pple’s annual smartphone releases are 

AN the highlight of the year for many tech = is 

ete ni TeV (octane a Cen eaten Inte L L igence si Com1 ng 

On amr taame annie sme Cet ean 

the lives of many city dwellers. Cities them- L 

Roar eater amt aeCe CMU n Terme Omnia tN to a City Ne a Ha You 

far more significant changes to your life than 

iPhone’s home button going away ever will. 
Madison is just one of many cities buying into the Smart City trend. 

At the center of these changes is the concept of 

“smart cities,” which are created by integrating Closer to home, in 2016, Madison was one of 78 _ sharing vehicles to reduce rider wait times, while 

ra Sen eM AO macy Cy mits Mtn toc hme leary pm me Melt ceRic toe Dom CUCL aca se Onno eee mea a Uy 

of a city. Features of this integration range from partment of Transportation’s (USDOT) Smart algorithm will eventually be used to run a fleet 

flashy plans for autonomous public transit ve- City Challenge, which solicited applications for of autonomous public transit vehicles, which 

Nae RCm mere Clam MOCO Rue ET Coe CMTC ce Chaan tc) oe eae Mo aac MeL Ce OCC MOC A 

of stoplight patterns using big data. In between, _ tation system.” These kinds of initiatives aim to 

Cita am Moe cme CR see re em ee coo SMO RTO Ry Lael me Deore meme ECON ke ea 

ing platforms for electric vehicles, universally _ of a city. Ultimately, Madison wasn’t selected as unique transportation issues, particularly along 

PUctiel Mec Me CMe COMET er ae Me Tas mma NMCO nT att Man de COU CLOU TUCO CSc REC Ui Cem ace Ae Keo 

payments and public parking. Yunji Kim, an ners saved and improved on these plans for fu- _ strained to a narrow strip of land. These constric- 

assistant professor in UW-Madison’s depart- ture use. Later in 2016, Madison took the plans _ tions force residents into high-traffic corridors 

ment of planning and landscape ar- SY oreo Mme Cormeen Committe tale 

chitecture, explains that “in the be- delays during high-usage time periods. 

ginning, most of where these new Bor bern bt Zmee Vii ous i Conant imme Crom ceo 

technologies actually hit the ground OME Teeter Md sbcontted totam a Rely amet 

is going to be the larger urban cities.” . Smart City Plan includes a smart infra- 

“ge \ Seatac cles Mae RCM Cte er mala 

lena als ar MC conom atm eenehg sai Wa ry MeSH m OC ea Cem Tmo cela 

made a deal with Sidewalk Labs (owned : wae areas, a city-owned 4G network, and 

by Google’s parent company, Alpha- 2001) | | AS A Cn air quality sensors to monitor environ- 

Loom CMe ree AMON Taaa Crane lorsag } V) ) | ZK j B) mental impact through tracking of ve- 

district called Quayside on Toronto’s i. j e 3 3 > ir hicle emissions. The Smart Corridors 

PCO ICe OM CRC toe ye Se q ¥ | — : Ease bao een ae eter onal ais 

ate a “people-centered” region where % ‘= —= Pe a On the integration of Wi-Fi and 

modern transportation and a focus 2: an or as SS... ee Bluetooth sensors in connected vehicles 

on sustainability support “a close-knit . such as public buses and taxi services. 

community that uses data to improve is eect 
city services.” Sidewalk Labs’ ambi- adaptive traffic signals on main roads. 

tious plan includes electronic infra- BUM POMC Cla Mle (ola ace) (14) 

structure, allowing autonomous vehi- SC mmr Ce mic ecm mia There are still many obstacles to the pur- 

OE HRT e ROR Kea om nT ed Cleat eR oma oe suit of making smart cities ubiquitous 

from air pollution to traffic conges- Proc me On CCRC Ta CORC EC ce TY 

tion. They also have plans to create things likean _ and joined a new partnership between Sidewalk transportation networks, autonomous vehicles, 

underground garbage disposal system and new, Labs, Transportation for America (T4A), and and environment-monitoring sensors have set us 

modular housing which could lead to carbon- 15 other United States cities to collaborate on on an exciting path. Madison’s Smart City Chal- 

neutral communities. To connect citizens to these __ policies related to autonomous vehicles, shared lenge plan and Toronto’s Quayside development 

changes, they created an app called Flow, which _ mobility, and big data analytics. The goal of the project are just two examples of the multitude 

Poe uoeC Cannan moter ene ome ee Oke lo mC Hn cei) x(n COC yO LLL DCUMC Tem Lream o nto 

with real-time information about day-to-day con- dents’ experiences with all types of transporta- ogy to improve the daily lives of residents. At 

cerns like open parking spots and delayed buses. _ tion, including public transit, pedestrian and bi- _ the rate technology is being integrated into ev- 

Apps like this area critical step in bringingasmart cycle transportation, and personal automobiles. ery aspect of city life, we may wake up someday 

Oto mom eatite Co MCE Cy iar l Commentator We Le Reena clBam men mothe en meats 

oR octamer res Mt m NC Mmme VCD an MC Osu CO Mac Hh) ogc Mo SC eM aC 08 oA a Oe 

sential to maximize access to jobs and other op- 

“ portunities in the heart of Madison. For those 

Most of where these new Terre mee eeb cro mee VEC ew eke OCMC Cua“ CUr oo 

technologies actually hit 7 ere emer ae eee TCR ec UL oun 

the ground is going to be Wig To nD Bs Sale transit to Design by:Tim Campbell 

ae these residents, Madison is planning to develop 

the larger urban cities.” algorithm which will optimize the use of ride- 

-Yunji Kim 
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Izheimer’s disease (AD) patients suffer People have become more interested in the rela- _ special pills from AD patients’ fecal samples to 

A memory loss and mental degen- _ tionship between the gut and the brain, demon- _ healthy people. Further research might contrib- 

eration. This disease is caused by neu- _ strated by further study into the relationship be- __ ute to find the potential causal factor of AD and 

ronal degeneration and amyloid decomposition. — tween Parkinson’s disease and microbial changes. _ lead to therapeutic method. 

It is unexpected, then, that the pathology of this | However, as Vogt mentions, “There has been 

disease has been associated with the gut micro- some suggestion in the literature that there might | The gut microbiome may also act as a diagnostic 

biome. Recently, PhD student Nick Vogt and his be some role of bacteria in AD, but no one has re- _ indicator, as its composition changes before peo- 

colleagues at the Wisconsin Alzheimer’s disease ally tested it before.” ple are diagnosed with AD. In their research with 

Research Center discovered that AD patients ap- cognitively healthy people, Vogt and colleagues 

pear to have differences in gut microbial diver- W “Microbial changes are found an interesting trend among potential de- 

sity. This finding, along with others, has been . mentia patients. “The bacterial changes associat- 

published in Nature and provides a new angle in : Lieto red e. ae ed with AD-linked proteins before the diagnosis 

the search for more precise diagnostic and thera- enesrows its Ua wit of AD suggest that something in the gut micro- 

peutic techniques. neurodegenerative disease biome was going on before these people got AD,” 

associated with aging.” Vogt says. If AD can be diagnosed early, preven- 

‘The relationship between gut microbial changes -Nick Vogt tion efforts might prove to be more successful in 

and AD has been inferred but never supported the management of the disease. “The whole field 

with evidence for over ten years. The gut is the of AD is turning more towards prevention and 

largest source of microbes in the human body Vogt and his colleagues obtained and analyzed _ identifying people at risk. Once people show the 

and has many known implications for human __ fecal samples from participants to find that AD _ signs of AD, like dementia and impaired memory, 

health. The gut microbiome has already been does correlate with gut microbiome and cere- _ it is already too late,” Vogt says. Although there 

extensively linked to various conditions includ-  brospinal fluid (CSF) biomarkers . His findings _ is still a long way to go before these findings are 

ing obesity and diabetes. Only recently have sci- lead to a deeper understanding of AD pathology. used in therapeutic treatment, Vogt’s study cer- 

entists started to notice the microbiome’s role in One of Vogt’s more interesting theories is that tainly indicates the need for further research on 

brain diseases. Vogt mentioned an inspiring ani- Type 2 diabetes may play a part in the develop- __ the relationship between Alzheimer’s Disease and 

mal study, explaining that “there have been some _ ment of AD. In explaining this theory, Vogt says _ the human gut microbiome.@ 

animal studies on some transgenic AD mice, his study “showed a decrease in Firmicutes and 

which are prone to get the amyloid complex. They _an increase in Bacteroidetes from fecal samples of written by: Yinghong Liu 

are proteins in the brain characterized by AD. If | AD patients. This kind of change is also detected _ Design by: Suzanne Kukec 

you raise those types of animals under germ-free in Type 2 diabetes patients. People with Type 2 

conditions, they have a reduced rate of noticeable _ diabetes and insulin resistance are more likely to 

amyloid complex. So, the presence of a modified develop AD.” Vogt says that microbial changes 

microbiome seems to be modulating the build-up are a potential cause of AD, and shows its link 

effect of those proteins in the brain.” with neurodegenerative disease associated with 

aging. Vogt also mentioned planning to feed 
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icture an engineering student. You 

P:: probably picturing a sleep de- 

prived, coffee-consuming, over- 

whelmed, and overworked young adult. 

Well, that description might also apply 

to all college students—so what separates 

the engineers from the rest of the campus? 

Is it the tougher classes? Is it the heavier 

workload? Is it the late nights in the engi- 

neering buildings, slaving over seemingly 

useless calculus and thermodynamics? 

a Maybe it’s all of these factors and more, 

or maybe that’s just what engineering stu- 

F dents want the rest of the campus to think. 

i Maybe those late nights in Engineering 

1 ad Hall or the Engineering Centers Building 

ws re are not spent stressing over schoolwork at 

all. Maybe, there is something else going 

on late at night that engineering students 

4 d at UW-Madison have kept secret for gen- 

a e erations. 

: 7 q Starting in 1857, UW-Madison engineer- 

i) % me ae : ing has undergone many drastic changes. 

a | S | New buildings have risen and fallen too 

‘ we S j wr _ many times to count—almost as many 

ea | times as the Engineering Hall lobby has 

: a been remodeled in the past decade to 

iy =a hide the rest of the decrepit building from 

i See | ~ tour groups. One of the few constants in 

: the College of Engineering has been the 

| one janitor family that has passed down 

Janitors at UW-Madison create the broomstick from generation to gen- 

+ eration. I sit down with Edna, the eldest 

a aed -4 environment oe Cl : living member of the Geering family, to 
discuss what it is engineering students ac- 

rls Be (ice acca ‘ tually do in the buildings so late at night 
‘ and how she plays a role. After all, she is 

~ the descendant of the world-renowned 

Edward “Engine” Geering, founder of 

=e the janitorial sciences program at UW- 

2 Madison. 

: Graduating at the top of her class in jani- 

a torial sciences, Edna is no stranger to the 

i \ UW-Madison campus and all the hid- 

NY den secrets it holds. It wasn’t until three 

= : i years after Edna received her Masters of 

‘ Broomstick Administration (MBA), how- 

5 ever, that she had the privilege of work- 

: ing in the engineering campus. “I had 

| always heard stories of how the engineer- 

: ing campus differed from the rest of the 

g university, but even my father did not tell 

" me any of these so-called secrets,” Edna 

says. Edna soon realized that students in 

‘ this area of campus would stay up later 

than the average student—even later than 

herself in her collegiate years. One night, 

as Edna was sweeping rejected masters 

students’ theses under the rug, she heard 

eel WISCONSiNeagineer



d Aa cess to these activities put on by the janitors. To 

a Ps 7 j as | get into the room, students must show that they 

E 2 have completed their homework for the week, 

9 a but no students have ever had a problem with 

J | - al this. “Being a janitor not only means cleaning 
F j - =“ | up messes; it also means being a role model for 

7 | i zs m young minds,” Edna says profoundly. 

ea | tin 
if = r | a iS 5 Edna, now lead singer of Sweep Balls of Fire, is 

WA Aa f agg =a loa aS : proud to continue the legacy imparted on her by 
pe = , - z oe - a —~— Sy ~ ewe es eee 

ae 2 = ; >, ion for years to come a ngi ampus 

FF a 5 nae H FH FH tee ae | ‘. if continues to change. So next time your engineer- 

da el a ae H toe Fic Par . J 1 i Hy ing friend tells you that they are going to study 

iz F) teeta et Te a i ) in late again that night, now you know they are 

St | uf Cy i 4 et probably lying. However, there is nothing you can 
ee i 3S | i es | a om s do about it but know they are becoming a better 

zo F comes q cose a [person in the hands of the College of Engineer- 

a =f IE i ETT ing janitors. One broomstick, mop, or vacuum at 

eo | ae a time, Edna Geering and the UW-Madison engi- 

ie neering janitorial staff are creating the culture for 

successful future engineers. @ 

what seemed to be music coming from beneath — gineering campus. One is in the basement of 

her feet. As she followed the sound, she soon Engineering Hall, and one is in the Engineering _ writtenby:Jordan Wolff 

found the hidden treasure underneath the engi- _ Centers Building. Only engineering students ac- _ Photography by: Carter Swedal 

neering campus ~a vast room full of hundreds of Design by: Suzanne Kukec 

engineering students. pe Le 
y Being a janitor not only 

As it turns out, the third Wednesday of every means cleaning up messes; . . 

month with 31 days in it, there is a concert per- it also means being a role Left: pene doorway (talk to an engineering 

formed by the engineering custodial staff exclu- model for young minds” alumni fcr the location 

sively for engineering students. This band, Sweep A Top: Engineering Hall is where the best 
Balls of Fire, was formed by Engine Geering III in - Edna Geering “studying” is at night. 

1913 because students were getting into too much Bottom: Only studying hard gets you into 
trouble on the engineering campus. “Because en- the show. 

gineering students had so much free time, they f y / ae t rs ee ee — 

would just create a mess in all the buildings that Eo Zz; Re ; F 
us janitors had to clean up. These activities put a pee eK, =o Z 3 

stop to it,” Geering says with a scowl. The band . chlo CS 4 —_— 

and their impactful after-school activities help : 
the engineers do something constructive with ay a ——_ f : 

their free time instead of causing trouble and cre- F ay . =< ss, j | F | 

ating a mess. e ~ | 

a i ie ——— 
Apart from the concerts, students from every en- eerie Fe igs] So } / 

gineering discipline gather biweekly in this vast a yi = a = | j=2=45 = ! 

underground gathering area as they complain to » I: ss = - omnd Sees | | ; f= 3 

their roommates or parents that they are “study- hist es pias i ( == 2 as === z 

ing late” again. “Engineering is actually quite a ae ee yam o 4 aay 

breeze. I switched majors after my freshman year eens pel rd ZN . 7 

from undecided to general engineering, and my — re F 4 i ; z = = ™ 

workload has significantly decreased,” one anon- a oN Ee s —_ \ ee a 

ymous engineering student says. These after- pi a aa a 7 f 

school initiatives have cut down on the amount eaten ee eg E. "i 7) 

of cleanup that the janitors have had to do. pees in oe = oes gpm = z 

ee ee ~ Ph 
To uphold the stigma that engineering is a tough ‘ae e ‘ Pe ee : oo a oT 

major, students must be wary regarding access to ee eee 

these events. There are only a few access points LO = = = Soe be 

to the Engine Geering Hall underneath the en- z a a Fe EC SSN 
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and the Health of Wisconsin Residents 

; Wisconsin residents who live in close proximity to high-traffic roadways may be at a higher risk for 
i 

_ developing allergic diseases and asthma. ; 

ir pollution causes one in eight deaths To calculate data on air pollution exposure, Schultz _ more allergies and asthma than those who lived in 
Awe according to the World Health used the Bayesian space-time downscaler model _ lower estimated pollution areas. The strongest cor- 

Organization. Many people are unaware _ used by the EPA to collect data on air pollution and __ relation showed higher rates of asthma in people liv- 
of the extent of air pollution exposure they receive _ toxic release inventory. This model makes estimates _ ing 300 meters or closer to primary (U.S interstates 
ona daily basis, and with greenhouse gas emissions _ of air pollution for the whole United States by in- or state highways) and secondary roadways (like 
on the rise, it is crucial to know just how much air putting traffic data, weather, humidity, climatic University Avenue). When purely looking at prima- 
pollution can affect not only our environment, but events, agriculture, etc. of each area they calculated. _ ry roadways, there was an overwhelmingly high as- 
our lifespan as well. As defined by the United States _ Estimates are plotted on a 12 by 12-kilometer grid. sociation with asthma due to the increase in vehicle 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), air pollu- Schultz focused on particulate matter of 2.5 mi- _ traffic. “With asthma, we did see association — those 
tion is “any visible or invisible particle or gas found _ crometers (PM2.5) in size or smaller, such as sulfate, _ that were exposed to 10.9-15.1 micrograms per cu- 
in the air that is not part of the natural composition __ nitrate, and black carbon. bic meter of air pollution had 3.23 greater odds of 
of air.” Though these hazardous air particles affect having asthma,” Schultz says. 
everyone’s air quality, location is a key component _ As hypothesized, locations near high-traffic road- 
to the relative toxicity of these effects. ways and high-emission industries were areas with Because the EPA standard for air quality is 12 micro- 

higher estimated air pollution. Compared with the grams per cubic meter, this discovery is concerning. 
Amy Schultz, UW-Madison PhD student in epide- data received from SHOW, Schultz found that peo- _ However, Schultz believes more population health 
miology of the department of population of health __ ple living in these roadside locations tended to have _ studies would reinforce conclusions about whether 
sciences, conducts research related to population the EPA’s standards should be changed in concern 
outbreaks and population-wide health. In particu- | z for our health. Schultz’s next plans with this da- 
lar, Schultz published a Wisconsin-based study in fe  UUCCU TIDES Era UTES sf sc Teil taset will be about people living next to industrial 
2017 on air pollution and its association to allergic evidence that asthma prevalence is farms in Wisconsin by looking at their exposure 
diseases for her master’s thesis. higher among Wisconsin residents who to ammonia and methane. Schultz will first look at 

live in closer proximity to high traffic whether residential proximity to an industrial farm 

Schultz’s study focused on whether or not people are roadways when compared with those in Wisconsin is associated with greater likelihood 
more likely to have allergies, asthma, or wheezing who live further away. of having asthma, allergy symptoms, or decreased 
if they live near primary or secondary roadways, lung function. 
industrial sites, or are exposed to higher levels of 

ambient particulate matter as measured by the ati? The conclusions of this study show evidence that 
EPA. The Wisconsin-wide population data was wean ee asthma prevalence is higher among Wisconsin 
retrieved from the Survey of the Health of Wis- lk 1 yok residents who live in closer proximity to high-traffic 
consin (SHOW), an organization that collects an- viet a, = roadways when compared with those who live fur- 
nual health data about Wisconsin residents, which <#%- fos ae SR ther away. This suggests that traffic and vehicle ex- 
researchers use for studies related to population (ors) SS Se Ph haust may be big contributors to the correlation of 
health. Every year, the SHOW program travels to Ate re IS ma eras ay a air pollution with particulate matter of 2.5 micro- 
randomly selected census block groups of various mem 5 Mee a ey ey grams per cubic meter or smaller, and asthma. 
communities around the state of Wisconsin. These Os ae {ae Net ey Sy 

randomly selected households are visited door-to- =~ SS ge tee ial It is easy to forget that these silent, often invisible 
door to find adult participants willing to be involved tea 1 ra IA Ly pollutants in our air may be affecting our lives and 
in this health study. “They collect over 2,000 vari- SoS pam ee i overall health. However, each day we are learning 
ables on people; anything from smoking, alcohol SIL oe Bs sey more and more about how pollution impacts our 
use, family health history, electronic screen-time, Nee RS ye iat world. The continuation of these types of studies are 
physical activity, as well as bio-samples like blood, EE RR extremely important to remind us that air pollution 
urine, and hair,” Schultz says. For Schultz’s study, re ete eee is all around us, and we are the main culprits for its 
she used the information SHOW gathered from the Eee ee gees. existence. As we are the ones contributing the most 
years 2008 to 2013. f to the reality of air pollution, we are also the ones 

" J ? \ A that can make a difference by reducing our con- 
As this study focused on irritants, people’s lung S n O W sumption of fossil fuels to make the world a better 
function was tested with a spirometer, a device survey of the heattn of FANE isconsin place to live in. @ 
which measures how much air can be expired in 
one second, as well as how much total air can be a a 
expired. The asthma data was collected from self- Survey of the Health of Wisconsin’s logo Written by: Erin Clements 

reported data of whether the participant had ever and map showing where the research study Image courtesy of: Survey of the Health of Wisconsin 

been diagnosed with or experienced asthma at any participants from 2008 to 2013 are located Design by: Suzanne Kukec 

time throughout the year. based on census blocks. 
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